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Success is Not a Given!

38%

71%

Led, or contributed to,
a failed digital project
over the last 12 months

Identified ‘operating
model/unclear accountability’
as a barrier to the success of
a digital projects

64%

Identified ‘poor change’
management as a barrier to
the success of digital projects

46%

Identified a ‘skills gap’ as a
barrier to the success of
digital projects
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“Digital is 10% tech
and 90% human”
Lucia Adams, Transformation Coach

Source: https://medium.com/@lucia_adams/my-love-hate-relationship-with-the-term-digital-transformation-db27bec0cde

Main Topics

What are your top 3-5 recommendations you would make to other organisations regarding strategies/tactics,
etc., they should deploy to drive digital transformation within procurement?
What key warnings would you give in the form of lessons learnt along the way?
What are the most important aspects of support Scanmarket has given/delivered that you would recommend
other customers take advantage of?
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Andreas Bivall
Don’t: Bet blindly that a standard Source-to-Pay suite will be fully adapted to your particular needs
Do: Review and analyse your needs and pain points before selecting solutions
Don’t: Select you solution based purely on maximum number of bells and whistles and ability to solve your most
advanced use case
Do: Select the system that is able to streamline your “median case” (i.e. the things your organization does every day)
Don’t: Underestimate the change management challenge associated with new systems
Do: Realize that the change journey starts even before system selection. Involve a reference team of actual users,
give usability high weight in your scoring

Key elements of support from Scanmarket
• Being able to deliver a system fit for our particular needs
• Very good usability
• Very good support and customer management
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Best-in-class: Benefits
derived from eSourcing tools
30%

faster cycle
times

2.4-2.7x

more cost savings on
spend sourced
through eAuction
tools

Source: Procurement Benchmark, The Hackett Group, 2020

1.5-2x more

cost savings on
spend sourced
through eRFx tools

29%

more sourcing
events per
year

Best-in-class: Benefits
derived from CLM tools
52% increase in

contract accessibility
and searchability

18%

reduction in
contract
maintenance
costs

39% reduction in
contract lapses via
expiration alerts

Source: Procurement Benchmark, The Hackett Group, 2020

18% lower

contract authoring
costs

increased visibility,
simplification,
speed, and
compliance

“Companies that have embraced
digital transformation are 26%
more profitable than their average
industry competitors and enjoy a

12% higher market valuation”
MIT Center for Digital Business

